Close mapping (Sectors)

*Shenbao*, 1941, Feb 1 (14p)
Color code used for mapping business sectors

Restricted zone (no advertisements)

B = Beauty/appearance

C = Culture

E = Engineering/industry

F = Finance

H = Health

L = Leisure/pleasure

N = Nutrition

P = Propaganda

U = Urban services, public utility
今後之工商界 (Jinhouzhi gongshanjie)
上海各學校招⽣生廣告 (Shanghaige xuexiao zhaosheng guanggao)
International news (2)
國際軼聞（Guoji yiwen）(二)

Shenbao, 1941, Feb1 (p.6)
Business news

商業新聞 (Shangye xinwen)
商業新聞 (Shangye xinwen)
Education news
教 育 消 息 (jiaoyu xiaoxi)

Shenbao 1941, Feb1 (p.11)
(Classified advertisements)
Amusement pages

Free talk 自由談 職業 (Ziyoutan zhiye)